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Welcome to Maharaja Agrasen Public School. 
This prospectus has been designed to give you 
A flavour of life at Maharaja. We hope it helps you 
gain an understanding of how our school is organized 
and appreciate the exciting learning opportunities on offer 
to the children in our care's the Secretary, I am extremely 
proud to lead a team that is so hard-working and committed to achieving high 
standards whilst providing a caring and nurturing environment. I feel it is vital to 
provide a learning  environment in which Parents, Staff, Governors and the P.T.A. 
work in partnership
for the benefit of our pupils. Together we ensure all pupils achieve their full 
potential,
develop skills to become independent life-long learners and responsible citizens, 
who are
respectful and tolerant. Above all we strive to encourage initiative  within a happy, 
healthy and safe environment  where all achievement is valued and celebrated. 
Our rewards systems enable the  pupils to achieve their own personal best

       whilst recognizing good behaviors and  manners.  Further to this we deliver a broad,
       balanced and enriching curriculum that   promotes challenge and enables all pupils to
       make a positive contribution towards their own  learning experience.  We warmly welcome 
       all visitors to find out  about what makes our school unique. Please
       call the school office to arrange this. My staff  and I look forward to welcoming you.

Mrs. Kanta Gupta

Principal’s 
                         WELCOME         



PARENTS
IN PARTNERSHIP

We welcome parents and careers into M.A.P. School 
believing we are partners in the education of your children. 
There are many opportunities for parents to become 
involved in the life of the school and to gain a greater 
understanding of its work.

COMMUNICATION
We communicate with parents and careers in a variety of ways, for example through 
our Termly and weekly newsletters, questionnaires, workshops and informal social 
events. Parents enjoy being involved in open mornings, sports afternoons, 
performances and special assemblies.
Parents Evenings in the Autumn and Spring terms are to discuss progress and next 
steps. In the Summer term, parents are invited to Walkabout when they can talk to 
the class teacher as well as meet the teacher for the next academic year. Staff are 
always happy to meet with parents to discuss any concerns. Appointments can be 
made via the school office..

HELPING IN SCHOOL
Parents’ support and expertise can be used in many ways and is greatly valued and 
appreciated. Other family members such as Grandparents are also very welcome. 
For example, in KS2 at the start of the day, we enlist parents for Reading Time who 
enjoy reading with a small group of children.
Other classroom activities benefit from extra adult help, such as Art and D&T. 
Parents also assist with organization of the Libraries



The PTA exists to support the life and work of the school and is open to all members of the school community. Members of the PTA work 
extremely hard organizing many social events for parents and children, involving the wider local community. Money raised provides extra 
facilities and equipment for all children. We look forward to your support to the work of the PTA.   

# Meeting with 
parents to 
improve student 
achievement

PARENTS-   
            TEACHER 

                                   ASSOCIATION (PTA)  



Don’t struggle to be a better teacher 
than everybody else .
Simply be a better teacher than you 
ever thought you could be .

Leaders are made not born. They are 
made by hard effort . Which is the 
price Which all of us must pay to 
achieve any goal that is worthwhile     

Hands Behind The “Success”

OUR      SCHOOL    ORGANISATION



The School curriculum comprises all learning and experiences that 
we plan for our children. The central aims of our curriculum are to 
provide opportunities for all children to learn and achieve; to 
promote children’s spiritual, moral, social and cultural development 
and prepare all children for the opportunities, responsibilities and 
experiences of life. Our curriculum is organized so that children are 
stimulated, encouraged and challenged to develop their individual 
potential and personality. Enthusiastic teachers plan, organize and 
teach an effective curriculum, encouraging children to:

# Enjoy their learning and gain learning skills to last a 
lifetime
# Develop essential English and Mathematical skills
# Develop attitudes, understanding and skills to become 
independent   learners
# Encourage creativity
# Develop lively, enquiring minds
# Develop personal values, qualities and attitudes and be 
respectful of other people and their views and opinions
# Develop appreciation and concern for the environment
# Work co-operatively with others

 
Teaching during the morning sessions focuses on 
English and Math skills. The three classes are 
organized into ability sets for these subjects, based 
on the learning needs of children.
                        Other subjects are taught within a 
cross-curricular theme, although some subjects are 
taught separately if this is judged to be more 
appropriate.
 
The afternoon sessions are taught in mixed-ability 
classes and teachers use a variety of organizational 
strategies, teaching techniques and groupings.
 
We enhance our delivery through a range of exciting 
opportunities, including theme days and weeks, 
theatre groups, trips, and visiting speakers, artists 
and authors.

OUR SCHOOL CURRICULUM



Children will develop skills in speaking and listening, reading and 
writing. Our English curriculum aims to enable children to 
express themselves creatively and imaginatively and to 
communicate with others effectively. Children are encouraged to 
read with confidence, fluency and understanding, as well as 
developing a genuine desire to read for pleasure and purpose. 
All children are encouraged to take books home to practice and 
reinforce skills taught in school. Reading  books provide a 
structure to the teaching of reading and are enhanced by wider 
reading in a range of genres from the excellent selection of 
reading books from the school library.
Children are helped to express their thoughts and ideas through 
the written word. The link between reading and writing is 
emphasized, as well as the importance of a real purpose for 
writing. Phonics, spelling and grammar are taught carefully to 
ensure children have the necessary skills to help them become 
effective and accurate readers and writers.

Mathematics is important in 
everyday life. Our curriculum aims to 
develop children’s confidence and 
enthusiasm in using and applying 
mathematical skills and knowledge 
to the world around them. It 
emphasize practical activities to 
develop skills with numbers, 
calculations, problem solving, 
measures, shape and space and 
data handling.

Science stimulates and excites children’s curiosity about events and things in the 
world around them. It can engage learners at many levels, including practical 
experiences. Teaching and learning in Science reflects our belief that children 
have a natural sense of awe and wonder in the world around them.
We aim to provide children with a science knowledge base and encourage them to 
ask questions, make predictions and then to test these in order to discover more 
about the world around them.

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS



A high-quality computing education equips children to use 
computational thinking and creativity to understand and change 
the world. Computing has deep links with mathematics, science 
and design and technology. The core of computing is computer 
science, in which children are taught the principles of information 
and computation, how digital systems work and how to put this 
knowledge to use through programming. Building on this 
knowledge and understanding, children are equipped to use 
information technology to create programs and systems. 
Computing also ensures that children become digitally literate – 
able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas 
through, information and communication technology – at a level 
suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 
digital world.

Through the study of geography as part of Themed learning, children 
are given opportunities to develop an awareness of their immediate 
surroundings, other places and how people have used their 
environment. Fieldwork techniques, geographical enquiry, 
understanding and using maps are continuous themes. Children are 
encouraged to broaden their knowledge of places and environments 
throughout the world, enabling them to encounter different societies 
and cultures.
Key Stage 1 has been awarded Eco Schools Green Flag, recognizing 
the importance of our work focused on taking responsibility for our 
environment.

                                                 
The SE curriculum enables children to learn about religion 
as well as reflect on their feelings about ideas and themes 
from a range of religions. Children will be developing skills 
and attitudes crucial in a diverse society – tolerance, 
respect and understanding.

      SPIRITUAL Education (SE) 

Art is a natural form of expression and a source of great pleasure. We 
encourage children to develop their creative and imaginative talents 
through learning skills and techniques using a variety of materials and 
tools . 

Art & Craft

COMPUTING GEOGRAPHY



Design and technology helps to prepare pupils to 
participate in tomorrow’s rapidly changing technologies. 
Children are helped to develop the skills that enable them 
to plan, design, make and evaluate products and systems. 
Older children have opportunities to become involved in 
projects run by Science and Tech. Dept.

In Music, children engage practically in singing, composing and           
working creatively with sound. 

The school provides a wide range of musical activities and 
performances, including Wider Opportunities Strings, School 
Orchestra and Choir. 

SCIENCE  &     SCIENCE  &     
                              TECHNOLOGY                              TECHNOLOGY MUSIC

Fun tim
e



 Because, No one else is going
          to do it for you ............

TRADITIONAL  KARATE

VS

SPORT KARATE 

INSTRUCTOR :-

(Black belt Holder, Gold medalist) (Black belt Holder, Gold medalist) 

Indian martial Art Academy 
Murlipura , Jaipur .

Chetna Bhardwaj

# PUSH YOUR SELF # 



Physical Education is concerned with the promotion of 
positive attitudes towards physical activity and well-being. 
Children are helped to acquire the skills needed to 
participate with confidence and enjoyment in a range of 
individual team activities at school and in the wider 
community, and to appreciate the value of regular exercise 
as a way of keeping fit.
A well-balanced programme of sporting activities is 
provided for children across a range of indoor and outdoor 
opportunities in games, gymnastics, dance, swimming, 
outdoor and adventurous activities. Children have the 
opportunity to take part in sporting activities within school, 
and with other schools, including local tournaments and 
festivals. 
PE is enriched through a wide range of well attended extra-
curricular clubs and activities. These opportunities are 
provided by teachers and outside providers and enable 
children to develop personal and social skills as well as 
preparing them for leisure activities in later life.

All children in Year 6 have the opportunity to take part in a 
residential visit to PGL in Shropshire.
A range of outdoor and adventurous pursuits are offered 
including Abseiling, canoeing, high ropes and many more 
exciting opportunities. These activities are highly valued as 
children participate in physically challenging activities, 
making an important contribution to children’s personal and 
social development.

Physical
            Education

              &      
                GAMES  

         



SCHOOL MEALS
We are very fortunate to have a kitchen in both Key 
Stage 1 and 2 buildings.
Children from Reception to Year 2 are entitled to a 
Universal Free School meal. In Key Stage 2 a 
charge is made for meals, payable through the 
Parent Pay system.
In both Key Stages children have a range of 
choices which can be viewed on line. Children with 
specific dietary requirements can be 
accommodated by communicating this to the 
school cooks. Alternatively, children may 

bring in a packed lunch and again, healthy choices 
are encouraged. A drink of water is provided for all 
children who bring packed lunches.

LUNCH TIME
In Key Stage 2, children can buy 
healthy snacks from the school 
kitchen, again through the Parent 
Pay system. Alternatively, they can 
bring in a healthy snack from home. 
Chocolate, crisps or sweets of any 
kind are not permitted.
If you feel your child may be eligible 
for
Free School meals. Please contact 
the school office for information.

SUMMER : 10:20 am to 
10:40 am
WINTER : 11:20 am to 
11:40 am

WATER
Children are encouraged to bring 
water in a named container each 
day, as being well-hydrated has 
been shown to help our brains stay 
active and alert. No squashes or 
juices are permitted and bottles 
should be taken home each day to 
be washed 

HEALTHY EATING
 SCHOOL
MEALS

&



Minor cuts and grazes are dealt with at 
school and many staff have First Aid training. 
Parents will be contacted if we are concerned 
about an injury so that further treatment can be 
arranged by the parent. We have first aid slips 
that record the child’s injury and treatment 
given should the child suffer an injury that is 
significant enough to notify parents.

Parents are advised to provide the school 
with full information about any medical 
needs so that staff can exercise 
appropriate levels of care for children. If 
medicines are required to be held in 
school for the school year, a School 
Nurse will call you to discuss a care plan 
which is held in the school office. Items 
such as inhalers and allergy medicines 
can be sent to school and stored centrally 
for children to access when needed and 
to take on trips. When children need short
-term medicines, such as antibiotics, age-
appropriate systems are in place. In 
EYFS and Key Stage 1, parents should 
come in to school to administer 
medicines. No medicines of this kind can 
be given to children by staff.
In Key Stage 2 we and Parents can 
choose to administer medicines 
themselves as before or, if they feel their 
child is sufficiently sensible and well-
organized, children can come to the 
school office to receive medicine from a 
member of the office staff. 

# FIRST AID

# MEDICINES



INFORMATION
# School Hours:
The school timings during the session will normally be as under:
             Summer   : 8:00 am   to 1:30 pm
              Winter     : 8:30  am   to 2:00 pm
School Uniform
  Summer:
   Boys : Navy Blue Pant/Shorts
               Sky Blue Shirt
               Blue School Socks, Black Shoes(with laces) Tie, Belt and  Badge,
               Handkerchief.
        On Wednesday and Saturday: White T-Shirt, White Pant/Shorts, 
                                                           White Shoes and Socks.
   Girls : Navy Blue Tunic, Sky Blue Shirt Blue School Socks, Black  
              Shoes (with laces) Tie Belt and  Badge, Handkerchief.
        On Wednesday and Saturday: White T-Shirt, White Skirt/Shorts, 
                                                           White Shoes and Socks.
 Winter:

            
Boys : Navy Blue Pant/Shorts
               Sky Blue Shirt
               Blue School Socks, Black Shoes(with laces) Tie, Belt and  Badge,
               Handkerchief.
        On Wednesday and Saturday: White T-Shirt, White Pant/Shorts, 
                                                           White Shoes and Socks.
   Girls : Navy Blue Tunic, Sky Blue Shirt Blue School Socks, Black  
              Shoes (with laces) Tie Belt and  Badge, Handkerchief.
        On Wednesday and Saturday: White T-Shirt, White Skirt/Shorts, 
                                                           White Shoes and Socks
Nursery to U.K.G. Blue Jacket, Grade I to X  Navy Blue Blazer with uniform.

 # STAFFING

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM (SMT)

Ms. Lata Sharma , Mrs. Samta Sharma , 
Deputy Head Teachers :-
Mrs. Manju Bala Rawat

SCHOOL INFORMATION 

Head Teacher :-



  TWINKLING STARS
OUR

NAME HINDI  ENGLISH SCIENCE S.St. MATHS SANSKRIT

SHAHEEN 79 82 71 74 69 97

SHAHISTA 73 82 83 79 73 89

SHOYAB 78 88 70 72 79 88

SAHIL 75 79 80 77 68 91

SANDEEP 74 85 66 66 81

 20 GARGI AWARD WINNERS WITHIN 10 yr. 
2 Gold and 1 Bronze medal winners in National Roll-Ball Skating 

competition 

Edited by :-Mrs. Annu  Gupta  & Mr. R . Jangid 



All power is within you ; 
You can do anything and everything.

You are creator of 

your own destiny


